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One must be ultrainnocent to believe in the intangible, to create the inexistent,
One must be ultrainnocent to continue walking, so as not to be swallowed up, not to let
oneself die.
One must be ultrainnocent to be able to move mountains, see the light, hear the message.
One must be ultrainnocent. Innocence is dead
One must be ultrainnocent to believe that this is reality that it is all there is.
One must be ultrainnocent to know that one doesn’t believe in what one wants, more so in
what one can.
To see that it is all fiction and stop fighting against reality.
So as not to believe in it
To create another one
This time reality does not surpass fiction.
Theory victims, the time has come. Tune in to the silence, accept it, maybe even enjoy it.
Collectors of miniscule truths on a hunt for divine shyness
Ultrainnocence, an empirical faith within uncertainty, like a portal that opens all possibilities.
A souls balancing act at ground level. Flesh offered up to the creative spirit who moves us

ULTRAinnocence_synopsis
ULTRAinnocence delves into how the human looks beyond the material world with ancestral
vehemence, through beliefs, religion or art, searching for the transcendent, the sublime.
ULTRAinnocence dissects one of the oldest and most inherent mechanisms of the animal
kingdom, the most beautiful, the most terrible or the most absurd.
We all want to believe in something. Create something. Create something to believe in. Believe
that we can create something that will make us believe. But it isn’t easy; it’s not just a question
of will power.
“Between the yes & the no, between the good and the bad, that is where you will find us.”
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PRESS ULTRAinnocence
El País
February 17th 2014, Carmen del Val

SPLURGE OF IMAGINATION
ULTRAinnocence
Creation, Direction and interpretation: David Climent
and Pablo Molinero (Loscorderos.sc). Physical Scores:
Juan Kruz Díaz de Garaio Esnaola. Sound: Pablo Rega.
Set design and construction: Kike Blanco. Lighting:
Cube.Bz. Costumes: Laia Muñoz Coral. Place: Mercat
de les Flors, Barcelona, February 14 th.
Pablo Molinero and David Climent, the duo that make
up Loscorderos, celebrate their 10th anniversary
together, with the premier of their latest play
ULTRAinnocence, an original and imaginative satire
about how human beings need to believe in
something spiritual and transcendental. Through the
use of an ingenious set and a very physical gestural
language where humour, poetry and provocation
coexist, they draw the spectator in to an incredible
story about searching for the hereafter.
This theatrical-dance performance is back on at El
Mercat next weekend; don’t miss it, as you will be
fascinated.
In ULTRAinnocence Loscorderos move within a set
cloaked in fog, in what seems to be a spaceship tied
up with numerous ropes and with eight transistor
radios hanging from the ceiling, radios that the actors
tune in to create mostly irritating sonorous
landscapes.
The spaceship is made up of blocks that David and
Pablo move about as they please, climbing onto them,
climbing the ropes, or simply using speech to seek out the spectators complicity in their
desperate search for something spiritual. With black, grey and white as the predominant
colours for the costumes and set, the stage acquires a nearly galactic appearance, which in turn
contrasts with the rough, expressive and athletic dance of these two artists who show a
physical stamina to de envied. Very witty the text about the Holy Trinity.

Recomana.cat
February 17th 2014, Maite Guisado
http://recomana.cat/RECCRI.ASP?IDOBRE=481&IDCRITI=41&ORIGOBRA=0

ULTRAinnocence
Mercat de les Flors- Sala Maria Aurèlia Capmany
14/02/2014 to 23/2/2014

WHAT MAITE GUISADO HAS TO SAY ABOUT THIS PLAY
l Maite Guisado
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It makes them somewhat uncomfortable to be considered an example to be followed
within the contemporary theatre scene, but truth be told, during the eleven years that
Loscorderos (Thelambs) have been grazing together they have paved the way for an
interesting, daring and brave new theatre.
On the fringe of conventionalism they have managed to find a unique language and a
profound understanding of theatrical poetics. Their theatre joins together a maximum
of expressive possibilities although it is not a “mise en scéne”, or a choreography, or
theatre of objects, or experimental, nor is it clown or acrobatics, it is “bastard theatre”.
Body, movement, speech, sound, light, rhythm, space… they make up an intense
dreamlike poetic universe that has great visual impact. They make no concessions,
which leads them to an emotionally powerful and physical implication in their work.
With their most recent work, ULTRAinnocence, they delve into the transcendental. Like
castaways they express their honest doubts, their contradictions, their need to
question art itself, to create and to believe as a way of moving forward.
ULTRAinnocence was created in collaboration with other artists and during artistic
residencies in Poland, Italy, Portugal, Germany and Cataluña. Although funnily enough
the beginning of the whole process took place during a crucial encounter with the
company La Zaranda, Teatro Inestable de Andalucía, in Jerez.

Recomana.cat
February 17th 2014, Montse Otzet
http://recomana.cat/RECCRI.ASP?IDOBRE=481&IDCRITI=53&ORIGOBRA
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Show seen the 14/2/2014

Loscorderos (The lambs) were not just provocative in choosing their name but also in
the totally unconventional way in which they create their plays, choosing a place where
theatre, music and corporal movement live in equilibrium.
UlTRAinnocence is a pretty good way to celebrate their tenth anniversary. The play
supports the trajectory of a company that already has quite a few awards paying
tribute to their research and audacity. The play is about being spiritually confused,
about not knowing where we are going, about helplessness, about creating something
to believe in, about asking oneself “What if nothing makes sense?
What may seem like a somewhat disturbing theme David Climent and Pablo Molinero
layer it with pinches of humour and movement that allows us to activate a feeling of
hope, that just maybe all is not lost.
A story unfolds in an ambience enveloped in fog, maybe on a drifting boat or a
spaceship, a place where there is no colour, just black, white or grey. And even though
there is drop in the intensity at one point in the show it raises again to drive us towards
a future if not happy at least stimulating.
Apart from being the creators and directors of this piece, Climent and Molinero are like
the four-wheel drive of actors, an extraordinary quality to possess.
They have also hit the nail on the head with the set design and lighting. As if it were a
game of string fingers, in which figures are created using your hands and a piece of
string tied in a loop. From the stage hang thick white ropes that the characters
manipulate, with much expertise, to give emphasis and shape to the story they are
telling. To all this you must add a very acoustically adequate set and that also much of
the audio is live.

La Vanguardia
February 12th 2014, Eduard Molner
Art in movement
The theatre company celebrates their tenth anniversary beyond dance with a
new play in the Mercat de les Flors

GOD IS SILENT BUT THE LAMBS KEEP MOVING , EDUARD MOLINER
The two actors from Loscorderos.sc start their
spectacle with a humorous broadside. Dressed
like two eccentric office workers; white shirts,
cut off ties and braces that are really
harnesses, they sing the litany “es-pi-ri-tu-ales” in unison. They don’t take long to create
their particular Christ pantocrator in the
middle of the stage. From the ceiling hang
transistor radios that are held up by
counterweights on the floor. Tune in to God
from the ground or cradle God from the earth.
A play by Loscorderos is a metaphoric race to
somewhere. The use of the word race is not
used lightly; the amount of energy these guys
use in their plays is huge. “Wait a little/ a little
bit more/ to take my happiness” is a bolero
and at the same time a prayer, intoned by
what seems to be two enlightened individuals
wearing fluffy wigs. David Climent and Pablo
Molinero have been working together for the
past ten years, collecting awards and acknowledgements and making a name for themselves in
the Avant-garde world of theatre. In 2006 The chronicle of Joe Tauten received the Sebastià
Gasch Applause Award, in 2011 The Lesser Evil received the Unnim Theatre Award and in the
same year Heaven for the miserable received the award for the Best Show at Seville’s 3rd Cenit
(New Theatre Researchers Contest), also receiving the FAD Sebastià Gasch Best Show Award,
Barcelona. In 2013 they were selected as part of the European research, residency and exhibit
project: Modul-dance. In the framework of modul-dance they create their next piece
ULTRAinnocence, which can presently be seen in El Mercat de les Flors.
Tune into the Hereafter. Maybe the radio is the original authentic media for the masses, it
doesn’t even ask the listener to know how to read or write. The objects that the Loscorders.sc
use in their montages are fundamental, forming part of the play’s dramaturgy, they are not
scenery in the play, they are the play themselves, and the play is above all, movement.
Loscorderos.sc’s movement is convulsive, masculine, an adrenaline rush and even sometimes
violent.

Firstly Pablo strangles David; he stretches his limbs wide and gives him electric shocks. After
the electroshock session is completed the tortured David gets up and then it is he who
strangles Pablo, subjecting his tormentor to strangling. All within a context of increasingly
agonizing noise made up of sirens and industrial sounds that don’t stop until he who was tied
up has freed himself. Both sides are exhausted. Loscorderos.sc take their physicality to the limit
but they also ask the spectators for an active attitude: the spectators find themselves tirelessly
forced to interpret and decipher what they are witnessing. The spectator constantly receives
stimulation: an actor walks along the hands of the other, standing on palms that are offered
diligently, obediently, “a boy”; “a boy?”; “what appeared to me was a boy”; “boys are little
motherfuckers, are you ok?”; “yes”; “and you?”; “Good! The both of us are ok. Good. Both
good. As good as each other? Yes, as good as each other, because we are equals, today we are
equals”; “go on tell them”. There, standing on his companion, arms raised, he says with
reverberation “today everyone is equal”, “all men and women” adds the squashed companion.
Satisfied, smiling, the one on the floor gets up and proudly says “today all men and women are
equals” and the other one interrupts him “ok, ok! but it shouldn’t be spoken, it doesn’t have to
be spoken anymore”. “Without faith but with hope, without hope but with faith, create
something, to believe in”. It is repeated, louder and louder, like some kind of mantra. But lets
get back to the movement, because it is the foundation of Loscorderos’ work. The movement
in their plays explains so much more than the words, the word is more like an extension of the
movement. Like I said before, the movement is not flattering, it is unrefined, energetic, but
extraordinarily symbolic. It always results in partaking. It is not independent, it’s a social
movement, one always interacting with the other. That is why the moments of silence in their
plays are like a drink of water given to a thirsty runner at the end of a long race. Lying on the
floor, looking up to a heaven of intermitting but warm light, the growing musical chanting only
stops when a white spotlight lights up the whole stage, Pablo turns to the audience with a lost
look: “Dad why are you like absent?”, it is a beautifully philosophical moment, God’s silence
dramatically staged; once summarised majestically by the poet Vladimir Holan “Now that the
voice of God/ is just a platform for silence/oppressed by our hearing….” Further on the actors
say, “I am not the master of myself and that’s why I bought a motorbike! Transcendence
turned into a commodity, God on a Harley.

El Club Express - Seville
January 20th 2014, Piedad Bejarano
http://elclubexpress.com/sevilla/2014/01/20/fe-en-el-ritmo/

Faith in the beat
January 20th 2014 in Artes Escénicas, Crónicas, Seville, Theatre

Loscorderos.sc | ULTRAinnocence - Centro TNT | 17/1/2014 | 21h
TEXT: PIEDAD BEJARANO | @PiedadBejarano |
Loscorderos - David Climent & Pablo Molinero - bastard theatre ULTRAinnocence comes to
feSt.
Their futuristic and somewhat oppressive set is sophisticatedly made up of transistor radios
hanging from ropes like pendulums with a boom pole microphone in the centre. Both actors
locked inside the spider web like set surrounded by distorted sounds, reverbs and echoes of
their own songs and isolated words. Observed by an invisible being with whom they
constantly try to communicate. Traversing a labyrinth of noise and distortion with transistor
radios that never shut up, exploiting all possible dramatic possibilities that arise from the set
and it’s objects, constantly playing with it and modifying it. Art, Religion, Faith. “Believe to
create, create to believe”. Appealing to the individual instincts with their drama, Loscorderos
created this piece because of the need for answers to the questions that arise due to the
uncertainty of creation. Something so old in human nature, like trying to transcend beyond the
material, be it through art, religion or ones own beliefs and values.
They seem like innocent children in a surreal and abstract almost science fiction like
environment. Exhibiting an enormous amount of physicality, without falling into “the
dictatorship of the word” or the text, they drive to the limit the very idea that it is a living art
and the body is drama’s fundamental tool. As a result of the domain and the stage play with
the elements in the set, together with a text that is charged with absurd humour they created a
magic connection with the audience. The audience rendered themselves lost to the hypnotising
swinging of the transistor radios caused by the actor’s movements, they too becoming part of
“that place”. Puppets amongst that jumble of ropes, needing each other to move, to fall, to
jump, about the stage. One from the other, one with each other, lost on the edge of an abyss,
fighting to maintain their faith, a faith that that gives them few answers, trying to make sense
of the senseless, trying to communicate with that absent interlocutor, who never answers.
Never losing faith in the beat. Forever singing. Looking for the answer to the impossible, a new
way through. A different angle, change the board, move the pieces, the ropes, the radios, the
mind. Ask oneself why and receive no answer. Mountains can be moved by faith, especially if it
is riding a motorbike. He, who wants, does more than he who really can.

El Correo de Andalucía
January 19th 2014, Dolores Guerrero
http://elcorreoweb.es/2014/01/19/una-esplendida-marana-formal/
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A splendid conventional tangle
Theatre review. UlTRAinnocence, Loscorderos Theatre Company. At the TNT
Theatre.
Since the world has existed the human being has felt an impulse to transcend the material. Art
and religion address that need. Loscorderos new play contemplates this and takes it to another
level. True to the physical characteristics that define this company’s style of theatre, the drama
revolves around a physical score that is completed by the sound and the setscape. To
accomplish this refined mechanism, full of symbolism there is a tangle of ropes with transistor
radios hanging from them, weighted to the floor by rectangular blocks with holes. The lighting
and the music complete the magic to the point of providing the set with the stamp of
contemporary art, as if it were an installation. This exquisite conventional labyrinth outlines a
timeless setting where the characters, two somewhat unique angels, need to convey their
battle to enhance their spiritual status in a world that imposes means of communication that
paradoxically take us to the land of solitude and a lack of communication.
The abstract treatment of the story and its texts, bordering between surrealist and absurd,
give the story a critical tone, unfortunately this stays in the background of the play. In their
determination to define the story through the fusion of corporal expression and the setscape
the actors become too engrossed in physical movement, to the point of stretching some
scenes to the limit and emptying them of substance. Having said that David Climent and Pablo
Molinero overflow with freshness and control, managing to recreate an intriguing and magical
atmosphere.

Diario de Sevilla
January 18th 2014, Rosalía Gómez
http://www.diariodesevilla.es/article/ocio/1689131/limbo/celestial/los/corderos.html

The lamb’s heavenly limbo
Fest Loscorderos S.C. (Cataluña), Creation, Direction and interpretation: David Climent and
Pablo Molinero. Place: TNT theatre. Date: Friday the 18 th of January.
After the awarded Heaven for the miserable Loscorderos were selected for the Europe ModulDance Project. Having done several artistic residencies in countries such as Poland, Italy,
Portugal, Germany and Spain they have come back to TNT with their latest piece.
First off, Ultrainnocence brings us to a much more sophisticated place than their earlier plays,
delimited by eight big transistor radios hanging from ropes attached to counterweights, and a
boom pole microphone. In the - invisible eye from Orwell’s Big Brother, or the global society
that watches over and fires it’s proclamations to silence any disagreement, the two lambs,
represent a flock that perceives itself universal, sing, multiplying their voices through the
microphone, combining each element with imagination and expertise. As if by doing so they
can maintain their faith in the world and it’s freedom, their hope to escape from that white
limbo in which they enjoy a certain wellbeing.
The soundscape is magnificent, as is the lighting and the unreal way in which the actors make
use of all the devices, filling the stage with metaphoric reverberations. But it is when the
physicality of these two exceptional performers triggers, the play really starts to grasp the
spectator’s attention. When they grip on to each other, united in innocent abandonment, their
bodies spinning on the floor, looking for true conviction. Always managing to break the
tension and provoke laughter within the audience by short dialogues, as philosophical as
absurd, full of black comedy.
Whether you like their plays or not, Loscorderos always say something that rings true and
never disappoints.

January 13th 2014, Seville
El Club Express
http://elclubexpress.com/sevilla/2014/01/13/loscorderos-ultrainocencia-pone-a-prueba-elaxioma-la-fe-mueve-montanas/

Loscorderos: “ULTRAinnocence puts the axiom “faith moves
mountains” to the test”
January 13th 2014 in Artes escénicas, Entrevistas, Sevilla, Teatro

TEXT: PIEDAD BEJARANO | @PiedadBejarano |
They have been together for eleven years and they don’t seem to be slightest bit worn down, the exact
opposite actually: a desire to keep on working. Loscorderos.sc are a national contemporary theatre
company, a benchmark in the field, accustomed to breaking down barriers and conventionalisms. They
understand theatre as a living art, which is expressed not only through spoken word but also with the
body. Their plays are aimed at our instincts and seem to say: “need to go with the flow” and to connect
with the audience.
The creators of “bastard theatre” bring ULTRAinnocence to feSt. ULTRAinnocence is a play that comes
about from the need to question oneself and art, the need to create and to believe. A piece that talks
about contradictions, to later dissect them one by one, and delves into the most inherent mechanisms
of human nature: faith, the very one that moves mountains and acts as a fundamental engine.

You say that your “flock” is a theatre project in which the scenic language is not “subordinate
to the dictatorship of the word”. What do you mean by that?
What we mean is that our objective is to go beyond the staging of a text. It’s not that we don’t
think that’s a valid option, we have also done that kind of play, but with that kind of theatre
everything is reduced to the spoken word, to thought, to a unilateral way of communicating
things: the textual way. We believe that theatre is a living art and the body is it’s main tool for
communication. The body’s expressive potential goes beyond the intellectual, reaching other
sensory, perceptive and cognitive levels which in turn offer us not only other layers of
significance but also gives us different interpretations. Take animals for instance; without
sharing the same language they often communicate more precisely that us, and we do share
the same language. This also occurs in music and nobody is surprised by it; in music you have
lyrics but also a melody, a beat that produces a physical movement, a state of mind that goes
beyond the meaning of the words.
Would it be true to say you give a lot of importance to the combined physicality of the word
whose judgements you precisely flee from?
Yes it would be true to say that, although not in a dogmatic sense. The coexistence of text and
physicality was one of our goals for many years. Now it is a possibility, one of the many paths
that exist – if I may use the metaphor- another one of our “creative onion’s” narrative layers.
The audio, objects and the space are also important. You reach a point where each scene, each
play tells you what it needs, but if your skills are limited; your solutions will be too. It’s like
playing the guitar with just one or two strings, yes, it’s possible, but we don’t know any
guitarist who would do something so senseless. Sometimes theatre suffers from these kinds
of limitations, and this way of working is our way of escaping from those limitations. Just like
the spoken word, the audio, the space, the body is an actor’s tool and we try and make the
most of it. The more tools we have oiled and the more receptive our antennas are; more
staging possibilities appear.
“We believe that theatre is a living art and the body is it’s main tool for communication. The body’s expressive
potential goes beyond the intellectual, reaching other sensory, perceptive and cognitive levels which in turn offer us
not only other layers of significance but also gives us different interpretations”

As a matter of a fact, your play combines various disciplines: dance, clown, acrobatics... a
multidisciplinary approach. Is that what you aim to offer?
Well, for an artist to be complete he or she must dominate different disciplines; the more disciplines
they dominate the wider their capacity for expression. The same thing happens in the world of dramatic
art, wherein many others also come together at the same time. At a time where the boundaries
between the Arts have faded we need to enhance our individual capabilities - be it for a personal project
or to be able to participate in someone else’s project - to give ourselves more options to work in a
business that does not always have success stories. In our case, our need to try and break down the
boundaries between disciplines comes from an ethic and aesthetic decision; we feel that the fine lines
between disciplines and genres is where we can find situations with the highest stage potential. We are
attracted to the possibility of changing any rules of perception in an already created world, because
that is something that we can’t actually do, and a way to do that is by mixing those disciplines.
The outcome is what you call “Bastard Theatre”. How come?
We have many mothers and fathers and all of them have left an indelible impression on us. Our day to
day is impregnated with what has come before us, we enjoy the inheritance given to us, and we like to
remember where we come from, where everything started. Even if it is to break away from it.

In your Bastard Theatre manifesto you state that there is no place for half hearted theatre, not even
from the audience. What role does the audience have in your plays?
A fundamental, important role. The audience is like the missing piece of the puzzle. It is who gives one
meaning or another to the material we propose, ideas that are never totally completed, ideas that need
one last interpretation. However, always coming from the world of free connection, sensations and
instinct, hardly ever from pure intellect. During the journey of constructing our plays there is always a
place for us and a place for the audience, we are always thinking about why they are there watching us
and what is their part in they play. Sometimes they are direct spokespeople, voyeurs of a world that
unfolds before them, never passive voyeurs who simply receive or assimilate information. In our worlds
their role is active, they must process the material, letting some go by and allowing themselves to be
influenced by others, overcoming personal struggles by coming face to face with unconventional,
nonlinear narratives, widening their perspective… ultimately taking the journey with us.
You also say that its theatre aimed at the instincts. Why is that?
Largely we try to be sincere about the story we tell, the titanic labour is making that world accessible to
everyone, from the collaborating artists to the “hypothetical spectator”. It’s complex because our
creations lead to strange places, they are difficult to verbalise, nurtured by action, the staging’s vital
energy. Instinct is probably the concept that comes closest, although maybe there is another word
waiting to be invented. We’ll stick with instinct for the time being, although we could talk about the
soul, the spirit… what is clear is that the art that we are attracted to is not an art destined to reflect
reality… reality is real and we are interested in it’s poetic strength, something that is difficult to enjoy
with reasoning, each individual knows where they connect from, but our pieces need a bit of “go with
the flow”…. Analysis or reflection is more appropriate for afterwards. They are the side effects of the
experience, of the journey.
This time you have come to feSt with ULTRAinnocence. Can you give us a bit of insight?
It is a play, like all our plays, that come to life out of necessity, the need to question our art and art in
general. The reason for the creative, spiritual searching. Having said that we haven’t found any solutions
but we are coming to understand this human idiosyncrasy that we live in. Also on a more practical level
it is a piece that was born out of necessity. We felt the desire to express ourselves with less text, with
other munitions, and to create a dramaturgically more unrestricted play, like a rave or a meeting
between believers of the same faith. ULTRAinnocence delves into how the human looks beyond the
material world with an ancestral vehemence, searching for the transcendent, the sublime, through
beliefs, religion or art. ULTRAinnocence dissects one of the oldest and most inherent mechanisms of
the animal kingdom, the most beautiful, the most terrible or the most absurd. ULTRAinnocence puts
the axiom “faith moves mountains” to the test, even knowing that it is impossible.
With this play you contemplate the dichotomy between art and spirituality. Create and believe. Why?
To be able to create you need to believe that you can create; to be creative you need to believe in you
creativeness, in your capacity to find different solutions to the same problems or to create new
problems to solve. If you don’t believe in something, be it creative intelligence, God, Pacha Mama, the
context to create new possibilities will be scarce. Since the time that art freed it’s self from religion
they have both been battling fiercely for their devotees, pop stars are the new idols. Each sector has
their own saints but somehow or other art and spirituality are bound, they both come from the need to
ask oneself questions, to know what is beyond what our eyes can see, to fill a void that seems
impossible to fill with just a material existence. Art and spirituality take care of what we cannot see at
first sight, of the unseen, the unexplainable. One does not know why he believes in what he believes in,
or why something can excite him or leave him indifferent, it just happens.
“ULTRAinnocence delves into how the human looks beyond the material world with an ancestral vehemence,
searching for the transcendent, the sublime, through beliefs, religion or art. ULTRAinnocence dissects one of the
oldest and most inherent mechanisms of the animal kingdom, the most beautiful, the most terrible or the most
absurd”.

You have said that the play is “Between the yes & the no, between the good and the bad, that is where
you will find us.”. Wouldn’t you say that in some way we are all in the middle of some kind of
contradiction?
Yes, but we don’t always admit it, and sometimes being aware of it, confirming it, makes us and our
individual situation more coherent. For us contradiction is an inspiring inherent condition of the human
being, it nurtures our work and fills its interpretations with different meanings. Ultimately contradiction
is not something negative, it is inspirational. In our poetic staging those fragile, ambiguous places,
between worlds but never belonging to any one in particular, they are the truly sound and powerful
places.
It could be said that you are a reference within contemporary theatre, known for breaking limits and
conventions. At what point are you at now? Do you have plans for more projects?
We have been together for eleven years, we love each other, have things to share and discover, we
know that together we function. In relation to our intention to stay together, the wear and tear of
working together has been minimum, anything after that is important but relative. Many times reality is
more complex than what we can see from the outside, we don’t know what to be a reference means,
we do know who our many references are and how hard they work just to complete their art, not to
mention those that have been lost along the way due to the storm of mediocrity that is governing us at
the moment. If that is what being a reference means then we are better off with out it. It hasn’t been
easy to get to where we are but none the less there have been rewards along the way. There are future
projects, but more than anything there is a will to continue.
How would you calibrate feSt’s development as a performing arts festival?
feSt has earned the respect of many people, year after year it has struggled to stay alive, to have a line
up with different disciplines, plays that have a higher or lower degree of commitment on behalf of the
festival, a programme that will attract all kinds of spectators, which in the end is what the festival is
about; a festival by and for the spectators. Many important national festivals have disappeared over the
past few years and its admirable that feSt is still there at the front line, a round of applause for everyone
who makes it possible! On the other hand, and we know it is tiring to keep going back to the same
subject but on a social, economical and political level we are living complicated times, there are no
exceptions, not even in the performing arts. If the feSt festival hadn’t started when it did it would be
impossible to even imagine a festival of its kind starting up now, nor would it receive the same public
support or have the team that makes it all possible. It’s trajectory guarantees its survival, it is without a
doubt a driving force for cultural diversity, a meeting point, it contributes cultural services and has a
positive economic impact for the city. Long life and much strength to continue!

Artez - October 2013th

THE FLOCK OFFERS UP THEIR FLESH TO
THE CREATIVE SPIRIT WHO MOVES THEM
Loscorderos Theatre Company presents their latest play
ULTRAinnocence on the 4th of October at the TNT Festival. A
play co-produced by the aforementioned festival and the
Mercat de les Flors. The flock, name the members of the
group like to call themselves, is made up of Pablo Molinero
and David Climent: creation, direction & interpretation and
Juan Kruz Díaz de Garaio Esnaola: physical sores. This new
proposal started to brew in 2012 when Loscorderos were
chosen to participate in the 2013-14 edition of the European
project Modul-Dance, “Modul-dance is a multi-annual
cooperation project (2010-2014) with the participation of 20
dance houses from 16 European countries. It focuses on the
development of independent professional dance artists. Its aim
is to create the optimum production conditions for artists,
dancers and choreographers throughout Europe in order to
facilitate their mobility and promote the dissemination of their
work”
After the first phase of research was completed, Loscorderos went on to create ULTRAinnocence in
different artistic residencies from the Modul-Dance project, specifically in, Art Stations Foundation
(Poznan, Poland), Centro per la Scena Contemporanea (Bassano del Grappa, Italy), DeVIR / CAPa
Performative Arts Center do Algarve (Faro, Portugal) and Hellerau - European Center for the arts
(Dresden, Germany) and at the Catalonian creation centres, L’Animal a L’esquena, El Graner and La
Fàbrica de Celrà, Girona.
ABOUT THE PLAY
“Art and spirituality are human decisions, both paths have been created to feed the most immaterial part
of our being. We all want to believe in something. Create something. Create something to believe in.
Believe that we can create something that will make us believe. But it isn’t easy; it’s not just a question of
will power. Between the yes & the no, between the good and the bad, that is where you will find us.” This is
the introduction to ULTRAinnocence, a piece that responds to a litany of sorts, that confirms the
following: “One must be ultrainnocent to believe in the intangible, to create the inexistent, One must be
ultrainnocent to continue walking, so as not to be swallowed up, not to let oneself die. One must be
ultrainnocent. Innocence is dead (…). This time reality does not surpass fiction (…). Ultrainnocence, an
empirical faith within uncertainty, like a portal that opens all possibilities. A souls balancing act at ground
level. Flesh offered up to the creative spirit who moves us.” A whole series of new ideas from this new
play, which will be put into practice via the peculiar language that defines Loscorderos.sc. A theatrical
universe that does not bend to theatrical conventions. The company always combines techniques and
disciplines in their plays; textual theatre, theatre of objects, dance, acrobatics, clown… breaking down
the barriers that divide them and creating what they call “Bastard Theatre”, a term that came from the
difficulty to define their criteria. What defines Loscorderos.sc creations is Freedom. They say, “Our
bastard theatre is contradictory, just like the human being, and also add in their Bastard Theatre
Manifest, “If there’s one constant that runs through all our work it’s the emotional and physical
commitment with which we throw ourselves into in our work. Intensity is our watchword. There’s no
place for half-hearted theatre, not even from the audience. It’s instinct we have in our sights”. David
Climent and Pablo Molinero formed Loscorderos.sc in 2003. Their first play was The Chronicle of Joe
Tauten, during its creation Pilar Lopez joined the company. Since then they have stood on an infinity of
stages and have received awards and acknowledgements from the audience and the critics for the
following pieces: the video creation Shakespeare Meeting-point (2005), The visible man (2007), Two
bullets per head (2008) The lesser evil (2010), Heaven for the miserable (2011).

loscorderos.sc
Loscorderos.sc (thelambs) was founded in 2003 by a very small flock formed by
David Climent and Pablo Molinero, both of whom belong to the generation of
‘77. They met for the first time in 1994 at UJI’s (Jaume I University) Theatre Hall
in Castellón where, together with two other students, they created the theatre
group La Casual.
In 1996 they met again in the group Visitants Compañía de Teatro, where they
acquired the experience needed to do street theatre. Their restless spirit led them to work with
other theatre companies, including Danaus, El Teatre de l’Home Dibuixat, Pikor Teatro, La Fura
dels Baus, Corp Rompu, and Sol Picó Compañía de Danza, among others. Then they carried out,
often separately, their own performing arts projects, audiovisual interventions and other jobs,
as well as attending courses and training sessions: Encuentros en el Norte, directed by Etelvino
Vázquez, a workshop with Nadine Thouin and Jerry Smell (Carbono 14), Nigel Charnock’s (DV8)
workshop, Moreno Bernardi, Odin Week (Odin Teatret seminar), Yoshi Oida (a regular
collaborator of Peter Brook), Isabel Úbeda (Odin Teatret), Mal Pelo, Blanca del Barrio (Marcel
Marceau’s personal assistant), Andrés Corchero, Jordi Cortés, and Janusz Subicz (Pina Baush),
to name a few.
2003: It is during this year in Barcelona, while combining studies with work, they decide to
take their joint training further - just as they had done before but without using a name - for the
elaboration of their own productions, and thus providing an outlet for the urge to continue
creating and working together. The name that they now give themselves is loscorderos.sc.
“thelambs”, and the first result of this project is Crónica de José Agarrotado (The chronicle of
Joe Tauten). Pilar López joins them in the preparation of this piece as management and
production chief.
2005: As the opening event for the Santa Susanna Shakespeare Festival (Barcelona) they
are commissioned a video creation, which they named Shakespeare Meeting-point
2007: They prepare a new production, El hombre visible (The Visible Man) in coproduction
with ALT., the Vigo Alternative Festival of Performing Arts, premiering on 10th March. In this
year they also create Tocamos a dos balas por cabeza (Two Bullets per Head).
2008: Tocamos a dos balas por cabeza (Two bullets per head) premieres at the TNT
Festival and A la intemperie (Out in the elements), a street piece.
2010: February the 15th marks the premiere at the VEO (València Escena Oberta) Festival
of El mal menor (The lesser evil) in coproduction with the VEO Festival of Valencia, CAET of
Terrassa, Mercat de les Flors and the Centro de Cultura l’Escorxador of Elche.
2011: El cielo de los tristes (Heaven for the miserable) premiere in Girona on the 17 th of
November, in coproduction with the Temporada Alta Festival of Girona.
2012: loscorderos artists are selected as part of the 2013-2014 Modul-dance, multi-annual
cooperation project funded by the European Commission through the Culture Programme.
With the support of the European Dancehouse Network, modul-dance is a collaboration
between 20 European dance houses in 16 countries, supporting different artists from the EU.
2013: In the framework of modul-dance project, while doing different artistic residences in
Europe: Art Stations Foundation (Poznan, Poland), Centro per la Scena Contemporanea
(Bassano del Grappa, Italy), DeVIR / CAPa Performative Arts Center do Algarve (Faro, Portugal)
and Hellerau - European Center for the arts (Dresden, Germany), they create their next piece
ULTRAinnocence. Premiered at the Festival TNT on October the 4th, 2013.

Their creations have toured to the following international scenarios:
Brazil [2008 & 2009]: Festival Internacional Cêna Contemporânea de Brasília, Festival
Internacional Em Cêna de Porto Alegre, Teatro SESC Santana de Sao Paulo, Festival
Internacional de Londrina, MIT-Muestra Internacional de Teatro de Río de Janeiro, Theatro José
Alencar de Fortaleza, Festival Internacional de Sao José do Río Preto, Teatro SESC de Campinas,
Sao Paulo.
Argentina: Festival Int. de Teatro de Rosario, Festival Internacional MercoSur de Córdoba.
Uruguay: FIDAE-Festival Internacional de Artes Escénicas de Montevideo
Paraguay: Festival de Teatro Hispano Paraguayo, Asunción.
They have given workshops in Spain, Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay, and Paraguay. In 2013 they
are chosen to work with students studying Body and Movement at the Milà i Fontanals high
school in Barcelona during the 2013-14 school year. They are currently teaching Staging
Methodology to the 4th year Stage Direction students at the Barcelona Theatre Institute.

 With physical and textual drama proposals, loscorderos participate as artistic
collaborators on different projects, most recently with the Sudanese director Justin John Billy
and the University of Khartoum’s Music & Drama College students, and with Pep Ramis (Mal
Pelo) and the actor Eduard Fernández on the 2011 production of Cain&Cain.


AWARDS
 2006: Crónica de José Agarrotado (The Chronicle of Joe Tauten) receives the Sebastià Gasch
Applause Award, with the jury basing its decision on this assessment: “We value the risk
taken in new communication dramas in which all the registers are meticulously worked out,
allowing a modesty to be glimpsed on stage that conveys a feeling of humanity, dedication and
teamwork (...), resulting in a bold commitment to dance and theatre that reflects a clear
evolution in the performing arts”.

 2011:
 El mal menor (The lesser evil) receives the Best Theatrical Staging Award of the Unnim
Theatre award Competition 2011, with the jury basing its decision on this appraisal: “For
the risk and commitment of a play that explores different languages and deals with topics
of the greatest current interest. For challenging the spectator in each sequence and
amazing the audience with the power and technique of truly inspired and totally dedicated
performers.”
 El cielo de los tristes [Heaven for the miserable] receives the award for the Best Show at
Seville’s 3rd Cenit (New Theatre Researchers Contest).
 2013: El cielo de los tristes, [Heaven for the miserable] receives the award for the Best
Show FAD Sebastià Gasch Award, Barcelona, with the jury basing its decision on this
evaluation: “we give this award to Heaven for the miserable, for a play aimed at the
spectators instincts and which brings us closer to complete theatre. Loscorderos.sc
celebrate their ten years of creation with artistic commitment and their own personal
language, without distancing themselves one millimetre from their Bastard Manifest. Long
life to the flock!”

loscorderos.sc
BASTARD THEATRE
Loscorderos.sc is a theatre project that creates performance languages untrammelled by the
dictatorship of the word. We are more interested in words’ power to twist reality than in their
descriptive ability, and even more fascinated by the body they live in that breathes life into
them and, above all, by the infinite possibilities sparked by combining these two premises,
body and word. We explore this interrelationship between text and body to find new narrative
forms that take us (to extraordinary worlds,) faraway from predictable portraits of reality.
Our drama is not about staging texts. Our strength comes from playing with theatrical
conventions. We try to create performance universes that obey only the laws they create
themselves. We do this by combining a range of different techniques and performing arts,
including drama, theatre of objects, dance, acrobatics and clown, and breaking down the
dividing lines between them. The result is a bastard theatre whose conventions are difficult to
pin down. We’re defined by our freedom to create. The same can be said of our approach to
genres and the tone of our pieces: we don’t belong to any side, and we believe we can make
people think or cry at the same time as making them laugh, that human filth can also be poetic.
Our bastard theatre is as contradictory as human beings themselves.
As creators, we try to remember that no one artistic material – be it textual, physical, sound or
spatial – excludes or takes priority over an other. Through constant feedback and evolution in
between them we help our creations to metamorphose and try to overcome our mentalrational limitations when thinking about a subject. We create a kind of creative particle
accelerator where artistic materials bounce off and change each other, leading to
unpredictable, disturbing results for us and the audience alike. Our work is based on one
premise: not to get too comfortable, or in other words, to push through to other limits we’ve
never been to before.
Over the years, if there’s one constant that runs through all loscorderos.sc work it’s the
emotional and physical commitment with which we throw ourselves into our work. Intensity is
our watchword. There’s no place for half-hearted theatre, not even from the audience. It’s
instinct we have in our sights.

‘Bastard lamb’ manifesto
10th of December 2010

PRESS SELECTION
loscorderos.sc
other performances
El cielo de los tristes [Heaven for the miserable]
Cultural magazine Turia, may-2012. Nel Diago

DRAIN THE HEAVENS I HOPE
HEAVEN FOR THE MISERABLE by David Climent & Pablo Molinero. Carme Theatre
Far from any naturalist temptation,
impregnated by spurious aesthetic
premises (they define their theatre as
“bastard theatre”), the members of this
group, Loscorderos.sc, play mercilessly
with the multiple possibilities that the
stage offers them, speech, body language,
dance, music, plastics, lighting…while
doing so they build before our astonished
eyes an extraordinary universe which is
received by our soul with open arms and
where our mind tries in vain to rationalize.
Climent and Molinero do it all; they are
actors and technicians, patient and
psychoanalyst, oracle and believer, friend
and lover… Each spectator will bestow on
them their personal categories but in any
case, and apart from the display of energy
or the irreverent humour, the show leaves
you with a sour taste in your mouth. The
subtitle of the play is expressive. Heaven
for the miserable – or the impossibility of being a better person. I don’t know if on a personal
level they could manage it, I suppose so, but as artists, creators, I think that it will be difficult to
out do themselves after what they have achieved with this play. But they will, I’m sure they will.
That’s the challenge: rejuvenate or die. Or, if preferred, do theatre or go crazy. What ever it
happens to be we hope that this co-production with Temporada Alta (festival in Girona recently
awarded with a Max) returns to Valencia soon because although it was warmly welcomed
there are many people who didn’t get to see them and many of us who would like to see them
again.

El cielo de los tristes [Heaven for the miserable]
Diario de Sevilla, November 5th 2011. Javier Paisano
http://www.diariodesevilla.es/article/ocio/1106304/los/corderos/siguen/tan/salvajes/como/siempre.html

CULTURE
JAVIER PAISANO

The lambs are as wild as ever
III encounter for new theatrical investigations (CENIT)
Loscorderos Theatre Company (Barcelona). Place: Cento TNT.
Date: Friday 4th of November 2011.
Full house.
After just three years Antonio Torres, Cicus, and Ricardo Iniesta
& TNT are reaping the benefits for all their hard work. CENIT’s
third edition has brought together six new theatre companies
whose main theme is theatrical investigation, and in spite of
their juvenile signature many of them have a long theatrical
trajectory and place experimentation as the only road to the
evolution of the performing arts.
The competition was opened with Claudio Trina’s fantastic
performance in his crazy play: He will be called TITO. After that
we were able to see what the company Troisiéme Generation,
specialists in contemporary mime, had to offer. And yesterday
we were given the opportunity to go to the preview of
Loscorderos’ latest play.
The piece written and directed by Pablo Molinero &
David Climent, members of this groundbreaking
Catalan Theatre Company, was so hot out of the oven
that when it opened no one even knew the duration
of the piece. The spectator is introduced into a sort of
plastic laboratory made up of machines and
contraptions. A figure seated in a wheelchair
provokes a universal soundscape. Second actor comes
into view.
From that moment on a spectacle occurs in which everyone can interpret what ever takes his
or her fancy. We could be watching a couple that is separating, or a shrink with his or her
patient. What is clear is that a story replete with existentialist charge is unfolding before us, a
story where the spoken word is not important. But what really makes this play so sensational
is the powerful work of these two authors, an out of the ordinary display of vitality and
rapport. Physical work taken to the limit.

Culture Magazine La Teatral [Nº January 2012]

LOSCORDEROS DEVOUR THE CENIT
THE CATALAN THEATRE COMPANY WIN THE THEATRICAL RESEARCH AWARD WITH HEAVEN
FOR THE MISERABLE
What a surprise. When the unique flock
called Loscorderos finished up The lesser
evil, maybe their most large scale,
ambitious and complex play yet, they
announced certain withdrawal, wanting
to go back to formats that are somewhat
more accessible and manageable. But we
are talking about Loscorderos here and
that means; extremity, extreme in
research and in delivery. Loscorderos
don’t do things by halves and Heaven for
the miserable is no exception. Containing
a language that borders on the absurd, in
which certain lucid and clairvoyant
dialogs overwhelm the audience, while
other passages lead us to bewilderment,
they play settling into a dreamlike
atmosphere. In the middle of what could
be heaven or earth, between life and
death, two characters continuously
changing; question their existence while
obsessing about it, becoming emotional
or getting irritated by trivial details. A
disturbing landscape supported by a
scenography made up of a complex
pulley system for moving sheets of
plastic, a multi-coloured set of
instruments, gadgets and technical resources. I think I overheard that the set up takes the best
of 10 hours. Because being true to the extreme spirit of the company the whole set up is
totally colossal, apart from being managed by two beasts of interpretation like David Climent
and Pablo Molinero. Just like in their other plays, acrobatics, the body’s role, and physical
resistance transform these two actors (?) into performers with a true calling, and in case we
needed some more entertainment; when added to the manipulation of this technical wonder,
we come across what is a physical theatre version of “the one man band”.
CENIT, as expected, showed excellent dramaturgy. Theatre companies more interesting than
the last come to the call of CICUS and TNT. The best part is that in the next edition we will be
able to enjoy Heaven of the miserable, the winners of this year’s competition, at the TNT Centre.

Calle 20 [Nº December 2010], Andrés Castaño
Geniosfera
Loscorders.sc

When theatre has an impact
Within the performing arts there are
companies who follow certain patterns and
others
like,
Loscorderos.sc
(http://loscorderos.wordpress.com), that use a
mix of individual languages that confuse, stir
things up, play with the imagination and have
an impact on live, red hot emotions… but that
also transmit emotion and affect the
spectator.
Their latest play, The lesser evil, (premiered last
February at Valencia’s VEO festival) will be
performing at Barcelona’s Mercat de les Flors
from the 27th to the 30th of January. A fictitious
play about power and the power of fiction.
“Poetic reality and emotional pornography” is
what the dossier reads.
David Climent, one of the founding members
of Loscorderos.sc, along with Pablo Molinero
explains the essence of their particular flock:
“There is nothing revolutionary about our
theatre, because it’s foundations lie upon very
classical concepts. We have no interest in
rational journeys or narrative realities, because, for better or for worse, reality is unsurpassable
no matter what. To be able to connect with instinct or the irrational, a more flexible or poetic
translation is necessary. It is from there that we start to break down barriers”. They describe
their theatre as “physical theatre”. “The body has many tools: voice, movement or how you
relate to the space around you. The more classical and traditional theatre work; like mime or
clown, is connected to more recent concepts like butoh. Grotowski’s “Total act” is a very
interesting concept. In reality it is like returning to the old style of theatre, where everything
was interconnected” There are two opposing concepts in all of Loscorderos plays: logic and
the absurd. Their montages have their own logic that is repeated throughout their work: “The
rationality in our plays is savage. The spectator is confused and we try to give him or her some
emotional, rhythmic clues. The idea is to connect with the unconscious, but to be able to do
that the spectator must let him or herself go and not really care about the meaning of what
they are receiving”. But what really defines them is the absurd: “We need to do absurd things,
the human being needs to do absurd things. We have doted our lives with so much rationality
that we are loosing contact with nature. We don’t believe we are animals anymore, forgetting
our irrational side. The theatre is a good place for that, to be able to experience other things
that might even be helpful in your personal life”.

Tendències [Culture Magazine El Mundo, June 2007], Eva Belmonte, Pg. 1
GUT THEATRE
Eva Belmonte
Pablo Molinero, one side of this
story, says that a play is not like a
pair of baggy pants, that theatre
can’t be treated like a fashion
trend. And he practices what he
preaches: The Chronicle of Joe
Tauten (little son of a bitch), the
play that made Loscorderos, is at
it’s peak after four years on the
stage. Unprecedented. And there
goes the first in a long list of
adjectives. His alter ego in this
eternal show, David Climent
throws another adjective on his
back: “a play needs to mature
and until it goes through a
certain
number
of
live
performances,
it
is
not
complete”. We are obviously
talking to a perfectionist here.
Over the years they have been
able to sand down certain rough
edges but maintaining the
essence of the piece, which also
comes with a long list of
adjectives, this time courtesy of
David: “Fresh, innocent, energetic”. Pilar López, the producer and manager, and the
collaborators, who with a lot of will power and few resources have thrown themselves (and
their art) into the projects, are part of the flock (and the conversation). While they talk, I give
them adjectives. It’s a reflex action, pretty irrational and human. We all do it. If you are going
to play – or judge – it’s much better that giving them nouns. “Sometimes we are placed in the
field of dance because our theatre is very physical and subjective. But theatre has always been
physical” explains David. So then we won’t name it. We won’t call it physical theatre. Even if it
is. [Continued on page 2]

Tendències [Culture Magazine El Mundo, June 2007], Eva Belmonte, Pg. 2
INTENSE, STUBBORN AND VISCERAL
THE LAMBS IN THIS STORY ARE HIDING A WOLF UNDER THEIR CLOTHING,
WOLVES DISGUISED AS LAMBS, ATTACKING INTRAVENOUSLY AND GOING STRAIGHT FOR THE
SPECTATORS THROAT. THEY SINK THEIR TEETH IN WITH THEIR FLAGSHIP PLAY “THE
CHRONICLE OF JOE TAUTEN”.
With just a table, two chairs and a
wheelie bin on the stage, The Chronicle
of Joe Tauten (little son of a bitch)
attracts a swarm of adjectives: intense,
impetuous, physical, aggressive, wild;
but also thoughtful, oscillating and
conflictive. That is why they escape from
other descriptions: “Not too trivial nor
too deep, removed from the spectator”
say’s Pablo. Or why, David adds, they are
not interested in “theatre as a mimesis
for reality”. That’s the reason why their
Chronicle… splits one persons internal
conflicts in two, giving it the possible
interpretation of a poem about the
nooks and crannies of friendship or a
relationships.
This duality between texts that talks
about the drama caused by a lack of
communication and what Pablo calls
“physicality that communicates via a
direct line” (intravenously I would say),
compiles
an
overwhelming
and
somewhat schizophrenic play in which
the two actors fight, seek each other out
and play together. The lighting and
music are partly responsible for this crazed atmosphere (“the maestro paints the sets”) say’s
Pablo, about a totally nude set. That Maestro is Óscar de Paz, one of the artists who joined
creative forces with the flock, and on this occasion is who does the lighting and sound. He
wasn’t the only one. From that initial play Loscorderos also managed to persuade Pilar López
into becoming the driving force for the company and one of it’s most fervent advocates. The
Lamb’s Mother also has the role of the privileged spectator and gives us the two most accurate
adjectives: fresh and visceral. What makes them fresh, differentiating them from the majority
of other companies that are prancing around the stages in Catalunya; they didn’t study in the
Institut del Teatre, they are not actors from El cor de la ciutat (important catalan TV series from
the 90’s), they are 30 years old and are seeking new lines of communication. But mostly it is
visceral. That adjective doesn’t even need to be justified, it just it. But David gives us some hints
as to why the piece has lasted so long “I’m impressed by the exhibitionism of a person who
gets up on a stage. I have to prove myself up there, that is why I give it my all, all that
intensity”.

Why put a play that so few people have had the change to see, into retirement? Although The
Chronicle of Joe Tauten (little son of a bitch) travels by word of mouth, it has also been on
important stages like the Mercat de les Flors, holds a Sebastià Gasch Applause Award and next
year will be playing in Germany and Portugal, the beginning wasn’t (let’s find an adjective)
promising. Both actors combined (and combine) their own projects with work in other theatre
companies. The reason that this piece has lasted so long is a true demonstration of the
intenseness, stubbornness and persistence of this flock that stands up to the current
ephemeral theatre scene.
Meanwhile the big (adjective referring to size, don’t look for any hidden meaning) theatres
keep tacky comedies running until all possible juice is drained from the entertainment and the
few fringe theatres that have managed to stay open have so much supply that they can only
offer fleeting line ups. Also “with all the posters all over Barcelona, in the end you don’t read
any of them” say’s Pilar. Óscar adds that the grant system is partly to blame for the
fleetingness in theatre nowadays; the companies get one a year and until then the ball doesn’t
start to roll.
Against the adjective fleeting we have the noun residency, although some say that it is an
endangered method. They have been under project Laboratori Tísner’s wing for a while now.
From their time in La Caldera came, The visible man, premiered at Vigo’s ALT’07 festival in
March. After more than ten years of joined explosive creation David decided to do some solo
work on the side. Working on texts by Fernando Pessoa and Oliveiro Girondo to the music of
Pablo Rega, another one of their regular collaborators, David delves into a characters fight to
find a meaning for his existence. Both actor and musician work from their own personal code.
From their residency at L’Animal a L’Esquena (Celrà, Girona) Two bullets per head was born. A
play in which the company leaves personal conflicts behind, to embrace the succulence of
group relationships. With the help of the actor Nacho Vera and the musician Pablo Rega they
have created a society of sayings, legends, dogmas, customs and anything else that weights
heavy on the shared spaces in the world. Here the music plays a fundamental part “without
becoming a musical” warns David. This play also provokes adjectives: young “not everything
needs three years” say’s Pablo, delightful, complete and fun. It is not: dense, realistic and
academic.
While The chronicle of Joe Tauten (little son of a bitch) continues to surprise, Loscorderos.sc
have their sights on the creative process of Two bullets per head and on perfecting The visible
man (“it’s maturing in the barrel” say’s Óscar).
To adjectivize is also a subjective, impetuous, sometimes stubborn or prudent, somewhat
schizophrenic, delightful, fleeting, fresh and rarely realist act. And sometimes (the best times)
it is also a visceral act.

La Teatral nº 28 [January 2011], Gonzalo Andino

THELAMBS MEAT ON THE SPIT
Loscorderos accomplish their most ambitious production yet: The lesser evil

A theatre company whose main approach is to “delve into human nature’s efforts to dominate
its animal instinct, it’s behaviour and connection mechanisms, or the variety of it’s reactions”
would eventually end up falling fall prey to the power trap. With “Power” being one of the
most passionate subjects for research within theatre. However, Loscorderos are not an
ordinary company, they are one of the more truer reflections of the new contemporary reality,
consistent in a natural confusion of genres and techniques (theatre, dance, acrobatics…) and
in a no a less flowing sample of contradictions: “human filth can also be poetic”.
Power is the main theme of “The lesser evil”, but from a more current perspective: a power
that is not based on force and violence (not always), but on a power of hear and now, of
fleeting success. The fast food for the Homo politicus.
If it was just a question of time before Loscorderos gave into the temptation to address the
subject of power, it was also just a question of time before they did a large scale production, in
this case supported by four interesting co-producers: Festival VEO Valencia – where the play
premiered in February 2010 – the CAET de Terrassa, the Centro de Cultura L’Escorxador de
Elche and the Mercat de les Flors. It is exactly there in the Mercat de Les Flors, at the end of
January, where they will put “The lesser evil” to the test once again. According to the company
“for a company that is not a dance company it is like a dream come true, an achievement, an
acknowledgment of our work”.

El Norte de Castilla, March 3rd 2008
Today, the trailblazers in Spanish physical theatre, at the Ambigú
The Catalan theatre company Loscorderos SC offers their awarded play “The Chronicle of Joe
Tauten”

A powerful title for this suggestive play. Tonight at the Ambigú Loscorderos sc are performing
their “Chronicle of Joe Tauten (little son of a bitch)”. This was the first play from this small
flock formed by David Climent and Pablo Molinero. Before creating their own “performances”
both actors worked with big theatre companies like La fura del Baus, Sol Picó or La Danaus.
During 2003 while living in Barcelona they decided to write Joe Tauten the play that made them
a benchmark in Spanish “contemporary physical theatre”. Two people and very few props
represent all the internal conflicts that any normal person can go through. So really “Joe
Tauten” could be Joe “Love”, “Abandoned”, “Desperate”, “Angry” and all the other metal
states that any one person can go through. The play is a date with the personalities of
someone so close to us that “it could be ourselves”. A confrontation, that feeds trust,
friendship or love, with oneself or with those who are closest to us, but also selfishness and
conflicts. “Arguments that when we try to force ourselves on the other can make us turn into
little sons of bitches” say the actors-dancers of the piece.
Joe Tauten received the Sebastià Gasch Applause Award back in 2006 and although the
company is now at a different phase they have not stopped performing it. They even turned it
into a short film in 2004, giving it the title “Did they ask about me?”. Climent and Molinero
have also presented two new projects in 2007. In “Two bullets per head,” they have extended
their suffering from Joe Tauten to create an epic montage about a crazed society on the verge
of putting an end to all possibilities of survival. Also just over a year ago they presented in Vigo
“The Visible Man”.

El País, July March 30th 2006
A DIFFERENT KIND OF PRESENT
La torna del Grec -a festival parallel to the Grec Festivalended the Physical Theatre Cycle 2+2 with a seductive
and passionate spectacle “The chronicle of Jose
Agarrotado ”. This eloquent title places the spectator in
front of two men; David Climent and Pablo Molinero,
who desire or hate each other, or just want to possess
the other unconditionally, with violence and hidden
tenderness. This is the first piece that its main
characters have created under the name of
Loscorderos.sc.
This spectacle, that mixes theatre and dance in
aggressive and passionate doses, is captivating because
of its actor’s physical and mental energy, who talk or
move with captivating insolence. Two men face to face
with a gift in their hands, and it’s destiny is not very
clear. This singular couple embrace themselves, spit out
and confess their weaknesses, but their feelings are
unique. Fighting desperately to find each other, they
never do, as it is said in the play: to fall in love takes its
time. At the end, one of them wants to stop a
chronometer, but it is too late, his partner has left.
This interesting metaphor about solitude, love
and every day violence, that involves human beings is expressed through a vocabulary of
gestures that is more athletic than dance. Characters jump over the table (the real protagonist)
or put their heads, with magical swiftness, into a wheelie been full of water. Their movement is
secure, electrified and provocative along the lines of the Belgian contemporary dance company
Les Ballets C. de la B. Like them, loscorderos.sc, turn everyday gestures into different registers
to express the threat of todays society’s aggressiveness.’
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EXHIBITION OF RESOURCES
Loscorderos or physical brilliance.
Just a few minutes of slight
tension prepare the spectator for
an hour of maximum intensity on
board of The chronicle of Joe
Tauten,
from
loscorderos.sc
theatre
company.
The
introduction
of
the
two
characters is the only moment of
peace, an opening to a galaxy of
compatibility and incompatibility,
communication and isolation, in
an environment of coexistence
with routine insanity. But this
instant will be brief; an
engrossing, noisy, frenetic music
starts to sound at the same time
as the two characters become
one in a succession of violent but
controlled
movements
and
chained expressions. Control
floods everything. The unnatural
becomes normal, and the
dancers-actor’s robotic impulses
are
transformed,
at
their
discretion, into everyday soft
expressions. An actor who
dominates body and word. And
another one that follows him. A
beast-like rhythm. A text well
said. Light, marking spaces. And a
table. Loscorderos.sc are already a benchmark in the Spanish theatre scene, in that ship called
"alternative" or "contemporary". Accuracy, truth and seriousness of proposals like this one
reveal a raw soul with new formulas to absorb the spectators. They will become indispensable.
So much meat on a hot spit can only be given our indisputable applause. Risk in a scene is not
achieved by showing a tit, but by undressing something much deeper, something that just
some sons of a bitches (as was said with affection by my companion in the pit), authentic
beasts of drama, dare to put it up for discussion.’

Diario de Sevilla, January 17th 2009
TWO EXPERIENCED ARTISTS AND A VITAL DEBUT
Rosalía Gómez
THE CHRONICLE OF JOE TAUTEN
Loscorderos.sc theatre company. Creation and Direction: Loscorderos.sc. Interpretation: David Climent
& Pablo Molinero. Lighting: Anna Rovira & Óscar de Paz. Place: Fine Arts Centre Seville. Date: Friday the
16th of January. Full house.
David Climent and Pablo Molinero’s, both born in 77, personal
and artistic paths crossed in university in Castellon, Spain. Both
actors had travelled intense and varied paths before joining up
under the name of Loscorderos. Their first joint endeavour, The
chronicle of Joe Tauten, opened this years edition of Endanza
Itinerante.
Despite the five years that have passed since the first showing
of Joe Tauten, the play maintains all of its freshness, without
succumbing to the typical clichés of most debuting works,
especially when the directors are also the same people who
occupy the stage. But as we said before we are talking about
skilled artists who have trained in companies such as La Fura
dels Baus or La Cia. de Sol Picó, which is to say in performances
that go from street theatre to dance to physical theatre without
forgetting textual theatre and improvisation.
The Chronicle…. presents a series of situations well known to
human kind, situations that revolve around the relationship
between two people. Better said between four people because
both characters put their respective egos in front of the other,
be it as an enemy or an ally, an excuse or a defence screen.
Thanks to the tremendous energy, the physicality of their
theatre, with topics that ring home to every spectator, they
perforate the surface of the words and the gestures to
demonstrate another deeper stratum, as annoying as an itch, in
many occasions painful. Although the humour is so perfectly
rationed that the violence never passes the lines of ambiguity.
With very few props – a table, two chairs, two coats, a
metronome, a chronometer, and a gift -bow and all, Climent and
Molinero play a risky and metaphorical match in which the ball
goes from one end of the field to the other in seconds;
sometimes so suddenly that neither of them manage to find any
truths or reassurances. Paths that don’t join up, words full of excessive understanding that
communicate nothing, kisses that are dodged as if they were bullets...Impossible to communicate with
one another or with oneself, even more painful to contemplate their absence, the emptiness. Solitude is
much harder.
During an hour Loscorderos override some human enigmas and they give themselves both physically
and intellectually. From a theatrical point of view the play has the right amount of surprises to keep an
audience on their toes, an audience who besides from being cold (no heating), really enjoyed the show.
Loscorderos play is on again tonight. On the 24 th and 25th of this month they are back with another of
their plays: The visible man. And for those of you interested in this kind of physical theatre, with such
few representatives in Andalucía, David Climent and Pablo Molinero will be giving a workshop called
“The creative Body in Theatre” for actors, dancers, directors and creators on the 19th and 20th of January.

Diario de Cádiz, November 10th 2007

Inside privacy
Group: Loscorderos Theatre Company. Interpretation: David Climent,
Pablo Molinero. Creation and Direction: Loscorderos.sc
Place & Date: Central Lechera November 7th

It’s not very often that one leaves the theatre with the disconcerting
feeling that you have walked into a private situation, and that you have
been invited to leave because it has no ending, farewells, or applauses. You
also cannot believe that the play’s highest peak is during the first few
minutes, and after that it leaves you floating in a sea of expectation during
the rest of the performance. It tears down two established premises when
it comes to making a play: the structure and the rhythm of the piece. But
these absences are justified by a plot that represents the individual's inner
confrontation so that his different personalities can cohabit in peace, and
with the rest of people that around him. And so the plot does not admit an
established rhythm or a settled structure, because the battle is on going
and Joe Tauten could be any one of us, with internal dialogues that are
sometimes contradictory and with relationships that sometimes vary. The
energy of this play is different, overflowing, with a strong impulse. It is
defined by opposing terms and it is carried out with violent tenderness, as
it happens for instance in that delightful kissing fight. The acting and
physical dancing of this piece is done with a figurative reality you can either
identify with or just not understand it, but in any case it is impossible to
leave the theatre unharmed. The actors –also the creators of the whole
piece- have a scenic maturity that helps them to take on this interpretive
challenge with different resources. It is a risky proposal because the scenes
and dialogues sail between unconsciousness and knowledge. The result
can be that you have walked into a private situation or that they have
walked into you.
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